ABSTRACT. Shalika's unipotent regular germs were found by the authors in the case ofG Sp4(F). Next, subregular germs are also desirable, for at least f(1) is constructible in another form for any smooth function ]'by using Shalika germs. Some of them were not so hard as expected although to find all of them is still not done explicitly.
INTRODUCTION
Suppose that G is the set of F-points of a connected semi-simple algebraic group defined over a p-adic field F, that T is a Cartan subgroup of G, and that T' designate the set of regular elements in T. Let d be a G-invariant measure on the quotient space TG, and let C'(G) be the set of smooth functions. Then it is known that for any f _ C'(G) and T' the orbital integral fr f(g-1 tg)doo is convergent.
Next, let S,, be the set of unipotent conjugacy classes in G and let dxo be a G-invariant measure on 0 E S,,. It is also known thatAo(f)-fofdro converges for any f_ C'(G). Shalika (2.4) , since the Jacobian of each of these conjugation maps has modulus 1. This form is then conjugate to the analogous form with (3, 3) entry and with (1, 4) (TG D)(t) () 3 P P PT. Here the middle arrow P in Fig. 1 arises as a homeomorphism which has shown up in {}2. Due to the above description, if (2.5) satisfies (4.1), this composite map is bijective except at zx: 0 and at z12 which does not make (a -ct)'---gzz square. We want to find out the composite map's Jacobian so that we may compute the measure of G(t).
Let Ube a neighborhood of a fixed T' NK1 chosen so that no two elements of U are conjugate.
LetA C T' TG be an open setA {(t,g)'t U,t s ()}. Construct the following commuting
cp'op P" p (P P) Fig. 2 The upper left mapping c r is just the conjugation map taking (t,g)T' TG to -.g-tg and B c /d(A). The middle vertical map c P' P denotes c x P' 15(s) (c(s), P' ['(s))Vs (). For (s3,p ,pT) .S--3P7, the opposite diagonal map P" is defined as P"(s3,Px,-..,PT) (C(S3),Z12,Pl, "-',PT)"
Next we shall discuss the Jacobians of these maps. The Jacobian of the map c r is just D(t) det(id -Ad(t))q/e where q and t are the associated Lie algebras of G and T respectively (see [14] 
ORBITAL INTEGRALS WITH NORMALIZATION OF MEASURES
We take the natural additive measure dx on F so that A has measure 1. As T E' x E 2 and (EO'/F :3E'/{+_l }, choices of measures on (E') and F determine a choice of measure on Et '.
On (E') we may take the corresponding measure dx and on F v d"s . Now select the iXlEOl measure on G whose restriction to K is an extension of the standard measure of ()-pro. Since ]J(c P' P)[ 1, Hair measure of () must be the same as that of pl0. A choice of measure on TG depends on that of G and T which also gives the natural measure on K and (). (ii) If --_ ,e Ne e'' E ' and -, N E 2 then r() ((, n) U(X' n ')) O (t)l-.
